TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

As requested by Dhingri Langkor Tsuklak Khang, and a letter supported by Gaden Phodrang (The Office of His Holiness the Dalai Lama) in Dharamsala state that, in order to preserve and promote Shijed Tradition transmitted from Pha Dhampa Sangye, and to go ahead with their administration activities, they are planning to undertake development works like construction of a new Tsuklak Khang in Nepal. However, they are facing a shortage of funds in implementing those projects successfully.

We would thus, issue this recommendation letter, which has only one-year validity and appeals to the general public for generous donation or help towards their initiative. Your support will certainly go a long way in preservation and promotion of Buddhist studies.

Yours sincerely,

Karma Thinlay
Under Secretary
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